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Let if(S) be the set of tournament matrices with nonincreasing column sum vector 
S=(s l , . . . , sn ) .  We prove that if S' is majorized by S, ff(S')~:0 and S#S', then 
I~(s')l > I~(S)l. A lower bound of I~%¢)1 for regular S is also established. 
1. Introduction 
We assume the reader is familiar with some of the general properties of 
tournaments (e.g. see [4, 5]) but review briefly those that directly relate to the 
results presented. Throughout his paper, an n-tournament A means an n x n 
(0, 1)-matrix A = [aij], with aii = 0 for 1 <~ i ~< n, and % + aj~ = 1 for 1 ~< i < j  ~< n. 
Denote the row sum vector of A by R = (rl, • • •, rn), which is usually called the 
score vector of A, and denote the column sum vector of A by S = (s l , . . . ,  sn). 
Obviously, R + S = (n - 1 , . . . ,  n - 1). For convenience, in this paper we take 
column vector primarily and it is called column score vector. 
Let ~(s)  be the set of tournaments with non-increasing column score vector 
S=(s l , . . . , s~) .  Denote S=(n- l ,n -2 , . . . ,1 ,0 ) ,  ~=(n-2 ,  n -2 ,  n -  
3 , . . . ,  1, 1,), and let < be the majorize relation between two n-dimensional 
vectors ([6, 3]). Some basic properties of tournament class ~(s) can be restated 
by using majorize relation as following: 
(ii) (Landau) if(S) ~ 0 if and only if S < S, i.e., 
k k 
~si<~(n- i )  for l~<k~<n-1 ,  
i= l  i= l  
and 
11 11 
S i ~" ~ (n  - -  i). 
i=1 i=1 
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Note that this is equivalent to 
and 
~ r i~ ~, ( i - -1 )= 
i=1 i=1 
ri= ~ (n - i )=  . 
i=1 i=1 
for l <-k <-n -1  
(ii) All tournaments in 8-(S) are strong (or in matrix terminology, irreducible) 
if and only if S < S. In this case, we call S strong. 
So far we know very little about Jf(S)J, the number of tournaments of 8-(S). 
Brualdi and Qiao proved that JSr(~)J = 2 ~-2, and they conjectured that [J(s)[ > 
18r(g)[ for all strong S :~ S ([1]). This conjecture was recently verified by Gibson 
[2]. In this paper we will prove the following stronger esult (Theorem 3): 
If S, S' are non-increasing, S' < S, S' < S and S' ~ S, then J3r(S')J > JSr(S)[. 
Thus the positive answer of above mentioned conjecture follows immediately. 
Let S be the n-dimensional vector (½(n- 1 ) , . . . ,  ½(n-  1)) for n odd, and 
(½n, . . . ,  ½n, ½n-1 , . . . ,  ½n-1)  for n even. As a column sum vector of an 
n-tournament, we call S regular. Brualdi and Qiao obtained the following lower 
bound for [9"(S)[ ([1]): 
/2 ("2-1):z + 2 (~-1)/2 - 2 for n odd, 
1 (8)1 t> [2(~_~)/8 for n even. 
By using our proof of Theorem 2, a much better lower bound for [~-(S)] is 
established (Theorem 4): 
n 
11 (2j+ 
~.. l~<j~--<(n-- 2)/2 \ j 
for n odd, 
1] for n even. / 
2. Results 
Theorem 1 (Wan, [7]). Let  L (S )={S=(S l , . . . , sn ) l  S<S=(n- l ,n -  
2, . . . ,  1, 0), sl >t s2 >1'' • >>- sn} be the poset with partial order <. Then L(S)  is a 
lattice with unique maximum element S and unique min imum element S = (½(n - 
1) , . . . ,½(n-1) )  (for n odd) or S=(½n,  . . . , ½n, ½n-1 ,  . . . , ½n-1)  (for n 
even) .  [ ]  
Theorem 2. Let  S = (s l ,  . . . , sn) ,  S '  = (s 'l, . . . , s ") e L (S ) ,  and  
' =l~i -- d, Si
L si + d ,  
for i = p, q, 
for i = p, 
for  i =q, 
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where d > O, 1 <~ p < q <<- n. Then 
ler(s')l > ler(s)l. 
We postpone the proof of Theorem 2 to the next section, and proceed to 
establish the following stronger esult. 
Theorem 3. I f  S' e L(S), S' < S, and S' ~ S, then 
ler(s')l > ler(s)l. 
Proof. If S ~ L(S), then ler(s)1-0 and I~'(s')l >0. Now assume S e L(~¢) and 
S' < S < S. It is known that there must exist a chain 
S' = S (0 < S (t-~) <.  • • < S (x) < S (°) = S 
in L(,~) such that for each i (1 <~i<<-t), S(°-S (i-~) has exact two nonzero 
coordinates (a construction of such a chain can be found in [3, 7]). Then by 
Theorem 2, we have ler(s<0)l > I~'(s~',l))l (1 ~<i ~<t), and Theorem 3 follows. [] 
Co,.lary 1. ler(s)l>ler(~)l-2 n-~, where  ~ = (n  - 2 ,  n - 2 ,  n - 3 ,  . . . ,1 ,1 ) ,  
S ~ ~, S < ~ (i.e., S strong). [] 
Co~oa~ 2. ler(~)l- l<ler(s) l<lf f(~)l ,  where S <S,  and S regular, i.e., 
= (½(n- 1 ) , . . . ,  ½(n-  1)) (n odd) or 
= (½n, . . . ,  ½n, ½n-  1 , . . . ,  ½n-  1) (n even), S:/:S, S. 
Using the proof of Theorem 2, we can get a better lower bound on l e%¢)l, the 
number of regular n-tournaments. The proof and some discussion on this lower 
bound will be given in the last section. 
"l'neorem 4. Let S = (½(n - 1 ) , . . . ,  ½(n - 1)) (n odd) or 
=(½n, . . . ,  ½n-  1 , . . . ,  ½n-  1) (n even). 
Then 
I-I (2j + l )  for n even. 
l~ j~(n- -2) ,12 " j 
3. The proof of Theorem 2 
Let S = (sl, • • •, s,) e L(S). Denote 
{,t , , )} ~, si = ~, (n - i = {tl, t2, . . . , t,} 
iffi l i ff i l  
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and let to = 0, 0 = to < t~ <-  • • < t, = n. Then every tournament matrix A of 3"(S) 







where A~ (1 ~< i ~< r) is a strong (irreducible) subtournament of A with index set 
{ti-1 + 1 , . . . ,  ti). 
Now we prove Theorem 2 in two cases. 
Case 1. tk_ l<p<~tk,  t l _~<q<-t l ( l<-k<l<~r) .  
In this case, we claim 
,l >- d sq) a s,l ,1, 
? t (Note that sp - d = s~, >I Sq = Sq + d, hence sp - Sq >12d.) 
For A = [a/j] • 3"(S), each vector (aip, aiq) (1 ~<i ~<n) is in form (0, 0), or (1, 1), 
or (1, 0), and among these n vectors there are sp - Sq vectors being (1, 0). For any 
given d vectors (ai~,,a/q)=(1,0), we change d corresponding 4-tuples 
(ait,,aiq, api, aqi) from (1 ,0 ,0 ,1 )  (or (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 , )  for i=q)  to (0 ,1 ,1 ,0 , )  (or 
(0, 0, 1, 0,) for i = q), keeping all other entries of A unchanged, then A becomes 
a new tournament A '•  3(S ' ) .  Evidently, one tournament A • 3(S)  can yield 
('p d'q) different ournaments of 3-(S'). 
Note that in each yielding tournament A '= [ab] • 3-(S'), there are exact d 
vectors (a~, a~) (1 ~< i ~< n) being (0, 1). Thus we can verify that if A' ,  B' • 3-(S') 
are derived from A, B • 3-(S) respectively, then A ~ B implies A'  ~ B' (we may 
see this and the whole proof of Case 1 more clearly by the digraph model of 
tournament). Thus the claim follows. 
Case2. tk-l < p, q <~ tk. 
Let ~g = {(Xx , . . . ,  x , )  = X I Ei%~ xi = s, + Sq, x ,  + Xq = 1, xi = 0, 1, 2 for 1 ~< 
i <~ n}. For an X e ~, let q/(X) be the set of all n x 2 (0, 1)-matrices U = [uij] with 
row sum vector X and column sum vector (sp, Sq), and up~ = Uq2 = O, up2 + uql = 
1. 
A matrix U e q/(X) determines a class 3(Sx) of (n - 2) x (n - 2) tournaments, 
where Sx = (sz , . . . ,  sp-1, Sp+I ,  • • • , Sq - -1 ,  Sq+l , ' ' ' ,  Sn) -- (X l ,  • • • , Xp -1 ,  3~p+l ,  
• ..  ,£q-~, xq+l, . .  ,x,,), £ i=2-x /  for i~p ,  q. Evidently, for a tournament 
A • 3"(S), the n x 2 submatrix U(A) consisting of the pth and qth columns of A is 
in ~d(X) with x~ = aij, + a~q, and the resulting (n - 2) x (n - 2) submatrix V(A)  of 
A by deleting the pth and qth rows and columns is in 3(Sx). Conversely, for a 
given X•  ~, if there exist U•  q/(X) and V • 3(S~), we can compose a 
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tournament A E 9(S) such that U(A) = U, V(A) = V. Thus we have 
IS(S)I = c IT(G)I * Pwl* XE&D (2) 
For a given X&E, denote A.=A(X)=({i(xi=2, lcicn}(. Then %(X)#0 if 
and only if OGss, - 1, and in this case we have 
1 ( 
SP +% -2A-1 






for xp = 1, 
for xq = 1. 
(3) 
Similarly, for an X E %‘, let ‘B’(X) be the set of all II X 2 (0, 1)-matrices 
U’ = [QJ with row sum vector X and column sum vector (s;, sh) = (sp - d, s, + 
d) and uiI = u& = 0, z& + U& = 1. We also have 




for xp = 1, 
for x, = 1. 
(3’) 
Note that 
(sp + s, -2A-l)-2(s,+d-A-l)=s,-s,-2d+lal 
SP + % -2A-1 s,+s,-2A-1 
s,+d-A-l S,-A-1 9 (4) 




and there exists at least one A = [au] E T(S) with apq = 1 (by the hypotheses of 
Case 2). The desired inequality 
Pwl ITWI 
follows from (2), (3), (2’), (3’), (4), (5) immediately. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. Cl 
4. The proof of Theorem 4 
Let 
E,I”) = (?, . . : , 0, f, 0, . . . , 0) 
i 
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be the unit n-vector. For odd n, we define 
So= S = (n - 1, n -  2 , . . . ,  ½(n +1), ½(n- 1), ½ ( ~ ) ,  
{(n - I) ½(n - 1) 
• n)  Sj=Si_l-yEl,,+l)n_y+jEl~,)+nt2+ j (1 ~<j ~< ½(n - 1)). 
More precisely, let 
Sj-1 =(n -  1, n -2 , . . . ,  n -  (½(n + 1) - j ) ,  
½(,, + I) - j  
½(n- 1 ) , . . . ,  ½(n-1), n . -  (½(n + 1) +/ ) , . . . ,  1,0), 
2/ -  1 ½(n + 1)-y  
j - 1, 2 , . . . ,  ½(n - 1). Obviously, 
S(,,-~>r2 = $ = (½(n - 1 ) , . . . ,  ½(n - 1)), Sj e L(~), and 
S m S(n_l)12 < S(n_3)12 < " " " < S 1<&=$ 
is a chain in L(~{) such that SO~-S O-n has exact two nonzero coordinates 
(1 ~<j ~< ½(n - 1)). From Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that 
Thus 
For n even, we can prove the following inequality in a similar way 
II I r($)l 1~j~_2)/2 \ j 
Theorem 4 is proved. [] 
Our lower bound of ]3"($)] is better than the old lower bound ([1]) 
(2 (n~-l)/s + 2 (n-1)t2 --2 for n odd, 
I> for n even. 
For odd n, we have 
l~ j~(n- -1 ) /2  \ ] / 
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Table 1 
n our lower bound old lower bound 
6 30 8 
7 240 70 
8 1050 64 
9 28 000 1038 
10 132 300 1024 
11 7 056 000 32 978 
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